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Abstract: Improvement of energy efficiency and exhaust emissions reduction are environmental
targets of utmost importance in the transport and traffic sectors. The literature suggests that there is
a need for the development of a general methodology that can be used to evaluate and compare
scenarios for the reduction of the environmental impact caused by fossil-fuel usage of passenger car
fleet. We develop such a methodology, which assesses the external costs of four combustion
products (carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons) as well as fuel
consumption costs. In this study, we applied this methodology to evaluate and compare five
scenarios. The methodology was tested for the case of the Serbian passenger car fleet. Serbia was
selected as a country with the passenger car fleet primarily consisted of fossil-fuelled passenger
cars. In addition, Serbia is a country in which rising demand for cars is met through the import of
second-hand cars. We found that the only scenario which could result in a positive solution of the
given problem is the "reduction of the total number of passenger cars in the fleet of a country"
scenario. Moreover, the purchase of new cars and import of second-hand cars cannot result in
significant positive effects. The results obtained for the case of Serbia can provide an important
insight into the environmental effects of passenger car fleets for countries primarily using fossilfuelled cars, in which the demand for cars is met mostly through the import of second-hand cars.
Keywords: methodology, passenger cars, energy efficiency, exhaust emission.

1. Introduction
The most important goals concerning global environmental problems include the reduction of
exhaust emissions and the improvement of energy efficiency. A passenger car fleet is the main
source of environmental burden from combustion fuel products. Exhaust emissions, energy
efficiencies and average ages of passenger car fleets differ significantly between countries (Zervas,
2010; Melhart et al, 2011). The fossil-fuelled passenger cars will remain the prime source of carbon
dioxide emissions in the coming decades, with a predicted contribution of over 83% of total carbon
dioxide emissions in 2050 (Hao et al., 2015). An encouraging fact is that it is possible to keep the
carbon dioxide emission produced by passenger cars worldwide on a level that is acceptable and
sustainable (Hao et al., 2015). An important question is whether the above conclusion can be
applied to improve energy efficiency and reduce exhaust emissions of passenger car fleets.
The reduction of exhaust emissions and improvement of energy efficiency of passenger cars
has been analyzed by several authors. Models were developed, along with methodologies and
scenarios of various scales of complexity. Below we present the key studies and conclusions.
A strand of literature investigates the development of models related to an optimal fleet
conversion policy. Kim et al. (2004) selected the total life cycle emissions as an objective function
for the optimization purpose. The authors, separately analyzing the four main combustion products
(carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and non-methane hydrocarbons). The model
developed in the above research could be improved by not analyzing combustion products
separately. Namely, Mijailović (2013) analyzed the optimal lifetime of a passenger car and
suggested a generalized model by using the total life cycle emission of carbon dioxide as the
objective function. Mijailović (2013) showed that increasing the number of included combustion
products would not improve model applicability. In addition, the availability of data is a major
constraint for its wider use. This was confirmed by Vinoles-Cebolla et al. (2015). They calculated
emissions during a car's life cycle and suggested a method that includes seven combustion products
(carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, particulate matter, methane, non-methane

volatile organic and sulphur oxide). Their model incorporated detailed car data, such as engine
technology, year of manufacture, weight, fuel type etc. The authors implemented this method for
three internal combustion engine cars. We seek to include a larger number of combustion products
into a generalised model.
To evaluate the given methodology, a single cost function would be preferred for analysis. In
order to connect different combustion products into a single objective cost function, one can
internalize externalities. For instance, Kaplanović and Mijailović (2012) analyzed annual car
circulation taxes. They suggest a new methodology based on the internalization of externalities,
using approximation functions of average combustion products (carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons and particulate matter) based on vehicle age. The approximation
functions depend on car`s age, fuel type, and engine displacement. Maintenance was omitted from
this research and included in subsequent research by Mijailović (2013). Mitropoulos and
Prevedouros (2015) determined life cycle emissions, as well as the societal and consumer life cycle
cost. The authors proposed a methodology that included first cost, insurance cost, maintenance cost,
retail cost, external costs and fuel efficiency of the vehicle. The methodology was implemented on
seven types of light duty vehicles.
Some research demonstrated that a modification of parameters – such as age, weight and
mileage of a vehicle – can produce a positive environmental outcome. Zachariadis et al. (2001)
defined two groups of parameters that influence vehicle emissions: age parameters (average age of a
vehicle fleet, the decrease of the average specific mileage with age, degradation of emission control
systems with age) and technology parameters (introduction of new technologies, implementation of
enhanced inspection and maintenance, introduction of cleaner fuels). A vehicle weight reduction
enables an abatement of carbon dioxide emission (Mijailović, 2013) and improves fuel consumption
(Tolouei et al, 2009). Zervas and Lazarou (2008) have concluded that a higher reduction of carbon
dioxide emission is reached through the decrease of the car weight than through the expectation
based on decreasing fuel consumption. This is in line with Cheah and Heywood (2011), who

analyzed the US passenger car fuel economy standard up to 2030. They concluded that new cars
must become lighter and more fuel-efficient. They also concluded that every 100 kg of passenger
car weight reduction will produce a 0.31 l/100 km reduction of fuel consumption by 2030. This
research proved the need for new car fleets that emit less carbon dioxide. Many countries
recognized this and introduced special programs (Magueta et al., 2018).
A few studies in the literature introduce useful scenarios that improve energy efficiency and
reduce exhaust emissions. Kwon (2005) analyzed the carbon dioxide emission trends from cars and
built various scenarios. These scenarios were compared using the "I=PAT" identity ("Impact =
Population x Affluence x Technology"). The author considered the following scenarios: car travel
reduction initiative, large impact of telecommuting technology, sustainable planning, narrower car
selection, gradual and rapid shift to the alternative-fuelled vehicles. Kwon concluded that the best
results were not obtained in each of the individual scenarios but in the combined "sustainable
planning – rapid shift to alternative-fuel vehicles" scenario.
Hao et al. (2016) analyzed cars' carbon dioxide emissions by 2050, analyzing cars with
different propulsion technologies (internal combustion, electric and fuel cell). The authors
considered three possible scenarios: BAU ("future trends with policy implementation and
technology improvement continuing their current trends"); frozen ("vehicle use, energy intensity
and technology penetration are frozen"); and optimal ("impacts from policy and technology are
maximized to full potential"). Previous scenarios did not take into account the countries where the
rising demand for cars is met through the import of second-hand cars.
In the relevant literature we identify a lack of general methodologies that can be used to
evaluate scenarios for improving energy efficiency and exhaust emissions of passenger car fleets.
Several authors analyzed the impact of a limited number of combustion products, but insufficient
attention was given to the general impact of combustion products on the environment. The aim of
this paper is address this gap in the literature.

This research contributes to the transportation science by developing a general methodology
for comparison of scenarios aimed to improve energy efficiency and reduce emissions of a
passenger car fleet. Therefore, this methodology can be used for assessing the impact of a passenger
car fleet on environmental pollution in any country. In addition, we show that the share of the
external costs of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides emissions as a fraction of the
total cost (being sum of the external costs of CO2, CO, HC and NOx emissions, as well as the cost
of fuel consumption) is negligible. We identify scenarios that can be applied for the case of a fossilfuelled passenger car fleet.
Our research also has practical significance. We gathered and analyzed the empirical data on
the Serbian passenger car fleet. Serbia was selected as a representative case for two reasons: first,
the number of the second-hand imported passenger cars is typically much higher than the number of
new passenger cars; and, second, the passenger car fleet primarily consists of the fossil-fuelled
passenger cars. Our analysis is relevant for two reasons: first, we provide a much deeper insight into
the Serbian passenger car fleet than national statistical data shows; second, our analysis can be used
to extrapolate data points of other similar countries where data is insufficiently available.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 contains a general methodology for comparison
of scenarios aimed to improve energy efficiency and reduce emissions of a passenger car fleet. The
methodology is based on a determination of the external costs of four combustion products (carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons) as well as fuel consumption costs. In
Section 3, the methodology is applied to the case of the Serbian passenger car fleet. We evaluate
and compare six scenarios. In the final section, we present concluding remarks, limitations of the
study and future research directions.

2. Methodology
2.1. Total cost
The methodology presented below is based on the total cost related to the passenger car fleet
in a country k, in a year Ti. In this section, we derive a representation of the total cost of a passenger
car fleet.
Exhaust emissions, energy efficiencies and average ages of passenger car fleets differ between
countries (Zervas, 2010; Melhart et al, 2011). As these values can be found in wide ranges, we
introduce the term "average passenger car". The average passenger car of a country is a fictional
passenger car, and the exhaust emissions, energy efficiency and age of that car are equal to the
mean value of exhaust emissions, energy efficiencies and average age of the country passenger car
fleet. To determine the average passenger car, we define a relation between carbon dioxide (CO2),
carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and hydrocarbons (HC) emissions and fuel
consumption by considering the external costs of CO2, CO, HC and NOx (Kaplanović and
Mijailović, 2012) and the cost of fuel consumption.
The cost of the fuel consumption in country k, in year Ti for the average passenger car is given
by the expression:
Cf i ,k  ef i ,k  qf i ,k , EUR / km ,

(1)

where efi,k (in EUR/l) is the fuel cost in country k, in year Ti per liter, while qfi,k (l/km) is the
specific fuel consumption of the average passenger car per km in country k, in year Ti. The fuel cost
(efi,k) is determined based on the predictions of future directions in the fuel price for a given
country.
The external costs of CO2, CO, HC and NOx in country k, in year Ti for the average passenger
car can be written by the following equations (Kaplanović and Mijailović, 2012):

ECCO2i , k  ecCO2i  qCO2i , k ,
ECCOi , k  ecCOi  qCOi , k ,
(2)

ECHCi , k  ecHCi  qHCi , k ,
ECNOxi , k  ecCO2i  qNOxi , k , EUR / km .

Here the values of ecCO2i, ecCOi, ecHCi, ecNOxi (in EUR/kg) are the external costs per kilogram
of the CO2, CO, HC and NOx emissions respectively, for a year Ti. The values of qCO2i,k, qCOi,k,
qHCi,k, qNOxi,k (kg/km) are respective specific emissions of CO2, CO, HC and NOx in country k, in
year Ti, expressed in kg/km for the average passenger car.
The external cost per kilogram of the CO2, CO, HC and NOx emissions in 2007 can be found in the
study of Kaplanović and Mijailović (2012). By using (2), the external cost of exhaust emissions in
country k, in year Ti for the average passenger car be written in the form:
EC i ,k  ECCO2 i ,k  ECCO i ,k  ECHC i ,k  ECNOx i ,k , EUR / km .

(3)

The total cost in country k, in year Ti for the average passenger car is represented by a sum of
the costs of fuel consumption (1) and external costs of exhaust emissions (3). Based on the
equations (1), (2) and (3), the total cost in country k, in year Ti for the average passenger car can be
written in the following form:
C i ,k  ef i ,k  qf i , k  ecCO2i  qCO2i , k  ecCOi  qCOi ,k 
 ecHCi  qHC i ,k  ecNOxi  qNOxi ,k , EUR / km .

(4)

The emissions deteriorate with the age of passenger cars (Zachariadis et al., 2001; BorkenKleefeld and Chen, 2015). Therefore, the total cost in country k, in year Ti for the average passenger
car also depends on the average age of passenger cars. The emissions functional dependences on the
average age of passenger cars are given by expressions (Kaplanović and Mijailović, 2012):
dh
qCO 2i ,k ,h  qCO 2inew
,k ,h  (1  ch  t i ,k ,h ) ,

1.865
qCOi , k  qCOinew
, k  (1  0.0305  ti , k ) ,

1.303
qHCi ,k  qHCinew
,k  (1  0.121  ti ,k ) ,

qNOxi , k  qNOxinew
, k  (1  0.33  ti , k ) ,

(5)

new
new
new
new
where qCO 2i , k , h , qCOi ,k , qHCi ,k and qNOxi ,k denote respective specific CO2, CO, HC and

NOx emissions in country k, in year Ti, expressed in kg/km for an average new passenger car. The
ti,k,h is the average age of passenger cars in country k, in year Ti and for a type h. The h is the fuel
and engine displacement type (Table 1), and ch, dh are parameters (Table 1).

h
1
2
3
4
5

fuel type
petrol
petrol
petrol
diesel
diesel

engine displacement, cm3
< 1400
1400...2000
>2000
< 2000
 2000

c
0.0215
0.0256
0.00096
0.00027
0.00029

d
1
1
2
3
3

Table 1. The fuel and engine displacement type (h) and parameters (c, d) (Mijailović, 2013,
Kaplanović and Mijailović, 2012)
The specific CO2 emission in country k, in year Ti depends on fuel type and engine
displacement (Mijailović, 2013). The specific CO2 emission in country k, in year Ti, and for type h
of the average new passenger car can be written as follows (Mijailović, 2013):
qCO 2inew
, k , h  0.001  M i , k , h  w1, h  (Ti  ti , k , h  1994 )

w2 , h

,

(6)

where Mi,k,h is the average passenger car weight in country k, in year Ti and for type h, while the
coefficients takes the following values
–

w1,h=0.194, w2,h= -0.12 for h=1, 2, 3,

–

w1,h=0.157, w2,h= -0.153 for h=4, 5.

In line with (Olsthoorn 2003) and Mickunaitis, (2007), we assume the relation of the specific fuel
consumption and specific CO2 emission to be linear. Based on Mickunaitis et al. (2007), the specific
fuel consumption of the average passenger car per km in country k, in year Ti can be written as:

qf i ,k ,h 

qCO2 i ,k ,h  bh
ah

, l / km .

The coefficients ah and bh depend on the type of an engine/car:
–

ah=24.173 kg/l, bh=2.1889 kg/km – petrol car (h=1, 2, 3),

–

ah=26.87 kg/l, bh=0.94647 kg/km – diesel car (h=4, 5).

(7)

The number of passenger cars in country k, in year Ti, and for type h can be written as:
N i ,k ,h  N i 1,k ,h  Nn i ,k ,h  Nim i ,k ,h  Nex i ,k ,h  Ns i ,k ,h ,

(8)

where:
–

Ni-1,k,h – the number of passenger cars in country k, in year Ti–1 and for type h,

–

Nni,k,h – the number of new passenger cars in country k, in year Ti and for type h,

–

Nimi,k,h – the number of second-hand passenger cars imported to country k, in year Ti and for
type h,

–

Nexi,k,h – the number of second-hand passenger cars exported from country k, in year Ti and for
type h,

–

Nsi,k,h – the number of scraped old passenger cars in country k, in year Ti and for type h.

These numbers of passenger cars can be determined as:
Nn i ,k ,h  ni ,k ,h  N i 1,k ,h ,

Nim i ,k ,h  imi ,k ,h  N i 1,k ,h ,

Nexi ,k ,h  exi ,k ,h  N i 1,k ,h ,

Ns i ,k ,h  si ,k ,h  N i 1,k ,h ,

(9)

where
–

ni,k,h – the rate of buying new passenger cars in country k, in year Ti and for type h,

–

imi,k,h – the rate of second-hand passenger cars imported to country k, in year Ti and for type h,

–

exi,k,h – the rate of second-hand passenger cars exported from country k, in year Ti and for type
h,

–

si,k,h – the scrappage rate in country k, in year Ti and for type h.

The number of passenger cars in country k, in year Ti is given by the expression:
5

N i ,k   N i ,k ,h .
h 1

(10)

The average age of passenger cars in country k, in year Ti and for type h can be written as:

ti , k , h 

(1  exi , k , h  si , k , h )  (ti 1, k , h  1)  imi , k , h  timi , k , h
1  ni , k , h  imi , k , h  exi , k , h  si , k , h

.

(11)

where timi,k,h denotes the average age of second-hand passenger cars imported to country k, in year
Ti and for type h. The average age of passenger cars in country k, in year Ti is determined as
5

t i ,k 

 t i ,k ,h  N i ,k ,h

h 1

.

N i ,k

(12)

The specific CO2 emission in country k, in year Ti, expressed in kg/km for the average
passenger car, is given by the expression:
5

qCO2i ,k 

 N i,k ,h qCO 2 i,k ,h

h 1

.

N i ,k

(13)

Finally, based on equations (5), (6), (7) and (13), the total cost in country k, in year Ti for the
average passenger car (4) can be rewritten into the following form:
Ci , k 


ef
0.001 5
w
[  N i , k , h M i , k , h  w1, h  ( i , k  ecCO2i )  (Ti  ti , k , h  1994) 2 ,h  (1  ch  tid, kh , h )] 
ah
N i , k h 1
ef i , k
N i, k

5

N i , k , h  bh

h 1

ah



1.865
 ecCOi  qCOinew
, k  (1  0.0305  ti , k ) 

(14)

1.303
new
 ecHCi  qHCinew
, k  (1  0.121  ti , k )  ecNOxi  qNOxi , k  (1  0.33  ti , k ) , EUR / km .

The total cost of the passenger car fleet in country k, in year Ti can be written as:
CFi ,k  N i ,k  Ci ,k .

(15)

Now, if we apply the expression (14), the total cost of the passenger car fleet in country k, in year Ti
obtains its final form given by
5

ef i ,k

h 1

ah

CFi ,k  0.001[  N i ,k ,h M i ,k ,h  w1,h  (
5

N i ,k ,h  bh

h 1

ah

 ef i ,k  

 ecCO2i )  (Ti  ti ,k ,h  1994)

w2 ,h

 (1  ch  tid,kh ,h )] 

1.865
 N i ,k  [ecCOi  qCOinew
,k  (1  0.0305  t i ,k ) 

new
1.303
 ecHCi  qHCinew
,k  (1  0.121  t i ,k )  ecNOxi  qNOxi ,k  (1  0.33  t i ,k ) ], EUR / km .

(16)

The total cost of the passenger car fleet in country k, in year Ti (16) represents a value which can
determine the effects of scenarios aimed to solve the problems related to energy efficiency and
exhaust emissions of the passenger car fleet of any country.
2.2. Application procedure of the methodology
The methodology consists of five phases. In the Phase 1, the application of the equation (16)
requires data related to the passenger car fleet of the observed country, as well as country specific
data, such as GDP per capita and population size. In order for the model assumptions to be met, the
covered period of the data collected (Phase 1) should be at least equal to the average age of the
passenger car fleet in the observed country. Phase 2 (total cost for the average new passenger car)
includes a total cost determination for average new passenger cars in all foreign countries from
which second-hand passenger cars are imported. In the Phase 3 (trends), it is necessary to analyze
the trend of changing the number of passenger cars (Ni,k,h, Nni,k,h, Nimi,k,h, Nexi,k,h, Nsi,k,h) depending
on the year (Ti). Based on the analysis of the results obtained in previous phases, Phase 4 formulates
relevant scenarios for replacement of the passenger car fleet, aimed to improve energy efficiency
and exhaust emissions. In Phase 5 (evaluation of scenarios), one first estimates the change of the
total cost of the passenger car fleet (16) for each proposed scenario from Phase 4. Second, one
compares the estimated scenarios to rank these scenarios.

3. Application of the methodology – the case study of the Serbian passenger car fleet

The methodology was applied to the case of the Serbian passenger car fleet. The practical
application of each phase is described below.
3.1. Phase 1: Data collection
Phase 1 of the methodology focusses on data collection. There are various sources of data. A
commonly used source of data related to the number of passenger cars in a country is the statistical
office of that country. A problem that can arise during the implementation of this phase is that the

data can be incomplete. For this reason, additional information needs to be collected at inspection
centers directly. During a technical inspection of a car at an inspection center, it is possible to
access car documentation, as well as conduct interviews with car owners.
In this paper, data was collected in two ways. First, official statistical data was obtained from
the Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia (2018). The collected data on the Serbian secondhand passenger car fleet from this source was deemed incomplete. Therefore, we performed
additional data collection related to the Serbian passenger car fleet at car inspection centers.
The data collected for each car was grouped into two data sets. The first data set was collected
from the car documentation: model, type, year of passenger car production, weight, fuel type,
engine displacement and engine power. The second data set was collected by interviews with car
owners. The questionnaire contained eight questions related to fuel consumption, emission standard,
origin of a car ("Was the car purchased as new in Serbia?"), year of import, country of origin, and
the regularity of maintanance.
The reliability of the results obtained by interviews was enhanced with two control questions.
The first question was related to fuel consumption. This information was compared to the fuel
consumption data from the car catalogue. To clean the sample, we removed data for the cars with a
discrepancy between the reported and catalogue values of fuel consumption greater than 30%. The
answer to the second control question, "Was the car purchased as new in Serbia?", was compared
with the answer to the question: "When was the car imported?".
Data collection was conducted during the years 2014 and 2015 in 22 Serbian inspection
centers, and was performed by 16 trained junior researchers who had access to inspection centers,
car documentation and car-owners. Initially, the sample consisted of 8,038 passenger cars. From
this sample, the data related to 227 passenger cars was removed due to incompleteness or illogical
answers to the control questions. Therefore, the final refined sample used in the analysis consisted
of 7,811 passenger cars. Considering that the fleet size of passenger cars in Serbia is 1,833,219

vehicles (2015), the collected sample is adequate for a confidence interval of 95%, with the
assumed error margin of 5%.
3.2. Phase 2: Total cost for the average new passenger car
In the Phase 2, we determine the total cost for average new passenger cars in all foreign
countries from which cars were imported as second-hand passenger cars. In order to estimate the
second-hand passenger car emissions and fuel consumption, we analyze the average new passenger
car in the EU and in the selected EU countries in the period of 2001–2012 (Mock, 2014).
CO, HC and NOx emissions for the average new passenger car had a decreasing trend until
2007, while CO2 emission and fuel consumption have been decreasing until 2012 (Mock, 2014).
The data analysis shows an interesting result: the largest change is observed for NOx emissions,
which were reduced by 62% in the period of 2001–2012, while emissions of CO2, HC and CO, as
well as the fuel consumption, had a lower reduction (by 21%, 7%, 5%, and 21%, respectively). The
discrepancy between numerical values of CO2 emission (Mock, 2014) and the results obtained in
the papers of Fontaras and Samaras (2007), and Schipper (2011), is lower than 2.4%.

Figure 1. A total cost for the average new

Figure 2. Dependencies of the EU`s total cost,

passenger car per country in the period 2001-

the cost of the fuel consumption and external

2012

costs for the average new passenger car – yearly

The total cost trend for the average new passenger car in the EU was mostly decreasing in the
period of 2001–2012 (Figure 1). For example, the total cost in 2001 was 0.094 EURO/km, in 2007

it decreased to 0.086 EURO/km, and in 2012 to 0.074 EURO/km. The analysis of total costs of
individual EU countries also showed mostly decreasing trend, but there were significant differences.
For example, the average new passenger car in Portugal had a range of low total cost values (from
0.088 EURO/km in 2001 to 0.066 EURO/km in 2012), while average passenger cars in Greece,
Netherlands and Germany had much higher total cost values. For example, the average new car in
Germany had a range of high values from 0.098 EUR/km in 2002 to 0.079 EUR/km in 2012. The
total cost for the average new passenger car in the EU was approximated based on the data using
regression analysis (Mijailović, 2015):

Cni,EU  0.095  0,00173 (Ti  2001), R 2  0,95 ,

(17)

where Ti denotes the production year and R2 is the coefficient of determination.
Figure 2 shows that the cost of fuel consumption (Cfn) represents approximately 91% of the
total cost (Cn), while the external costs related to CO, HC and NOx is negligible (approximately
1%). In addition, a specific fuel consumption is linearly dependent on a specific CO2 emission.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the effectiveness of scenarios for solving the problems related to
energy efficiency and exhaust emissions of passenger car fleets can be quantified by analyzing the
specific fuel consumption change. Moreover, a reduction of passenger car fuel consumption results
in a reduction of the external costs of exhaust emissions.
Finally, by neglecting the external costs of CO, HC and NOx, the expressions for the two
quantities can be rewritten. Namely, the total cost for the average passenger car (14) and the total
cost for the passenger car fleet in a country k, in a year Ti (16) can be rewritten as:
Ci , k 


ef
0.001 5
w
[  N i , k , h M i , k , h  w1, h  ( i , k  ecCO2i )  (Ti  ti , k , h  1994) 2 ,h  (1  ch  tid, kh , h )] 
N i , k h 1
ah
ef i , k
N i, k

5

N i , k , h  bh

h 1

ah



, EUR / km .

(18)

5

ef i , k

h 1

ah

CFi , k  0.001[  N i , k , h M i , k , h  w1, h  (
5

N i , k , h  bh

h 1

ah

 ef i , k  

 ecCO2i )  (Ti  ti , k , h  1994)

w2 ,h

 (1  ch  tid, kh , h )] 

(19)

, EUR / km .

Based on Figure 2 and the Eq. (19), it can be concluded that we may reduce exhaust emissions and
improve energy efficiency by decreasing the average age of passenger cars and average passenger
car weight.
3.3. Phase 3: Trends
3.3.1. The number of passenger cars
Since 2001, the number of passenger cars has increased in many EU countries, such as
Denmark and Spain (Eurostat, 2017). The same holds only partially for the fleet of Germany,
because data indicates a sudden decrease in the number of passenger cars by 11% in 2007. The
same analysis applied to the Serbian passenger car fleet (Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia,
2018) shows a decreased number of cars in two years: 2007 (2%) and 2010 (4%). Based on the
analysis of the Serbian fleet, from the Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia (2018), the
number of the passenger cars for year Ti was approximated based on data using regression analysis:
N i ,SR  1417779  k N  (Ti  2004),

R 2  0.92 .

(20)

where kN denotes the slope – kN=35985.38. Based on the Eq. (20), it can be concluded that Serbia
has a need to increase its fleet. The main question is: what kind of a passenger car supply would
meet the above need?

3.3.2. The number of new passenger cars
From the analysis of the results (Figure 31), one concludes that the relation between the
number of new passenger cars and the number of passenger cars increases with the GDP – the
higher the GDP, the higher the demand for new cars is. Let us consider the cases of Serbia, France
and Luxemburg 2012. Serbia had the lowest estimate of the relation between the number of new
passenger cars and the number of passenger cars – 0.7. France and Luxemburg had higher values –
5.9 and 14.4, respectively. The relation between the number of new passenger cars and the number
of passenger cars and the GDP was approximated in this paper through a regression analysis:

Nn
 1.8  10 6  GDP  10 2 , ( R 2  0.7) .
N

(21)

The contribution value of new passenger car price to the GDP of Serbia was approximately
0.57% in 2013 (Mijailović, 2015), which is lower than contribution values for the EU countries. For
example, the contribution value for Germany was 3–4%, for Denmark approximately 2%, for Italy
2–3%, and for Greece 0.6–3% in the period of 2004–2015. The largest contribution was made in
Luxembourg – approximately 4%.

Figure 3. A relation between the number of new passenger cars and the number of passenger cars –
the GDP per capita (EU countries and Serbia)

1

In Figure 3, the following references are used: GDP (The World Bank, 2017), the number of

passenger cars (Eurostat, 2017) and the number of new passenger cars (Mock, 2014).

Based on the analysis of the GDP change over the past ten years (Statistical Office of the
Republic of Serbia, 2018), it is unrealistic to expect a significant increase of the GDP in Serbia in
upcoming years. Additionally, considering economic limitations of the majority of the population in
Serbia, an increase of the new cars share in Serbian fleet should not be expected.
3.3.3. Trend – the number of second-hand passenger cars imported to a country
The research carried out on a sample of passenger cars for 2008 showed that EU countries use
different strategies to renew their passenger car fleets (Melhart et al, 2011). As proof of the previous
conclusion, it indicates different values of the ratio of the second-hand imported passenger cars to
new passenger cars for different countries. The highest values were found in the following EU
countries: Poland (3.04), Bulgaria (2.98), Latvia (1.99) and Greece (1.38). Other EU countries had
lower values: France and Portugal (0.04), Italy (0.03) and United Kingdom (0.01). For the EU, the
ratio was 0.23.
Analyzing the data provided by the Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia (2018), the
ratio of second-hand imported passenger cars to new passenger cars for Serbia is 1.41 for 2008. In
the period that followed, that ratio trended higher with a maximum value for 2013 (10.93). In 2014,
2015 and 2016, the ratio trended lower, but was still significantly higher than in the EU countries.
The main reasons for the above results are the government regulations. Namely, the Government of
the Republic of Serbia adopted a regulation for importing second-hand cars at the end of 2005. It
required that all second-hand imported passenger cars have at least a EURO 3 engine. As a result,
the Serbian citizens were not allowed to buy the second-hand cars older than six years. This EURO
limitation was abolished in April 2009. As a consequence of the new regulation, the ratio of the
second-hand imported passenger cars to new passenger cars increased to 3.21 in 2009. In April
2014, the government reinstated the regulation, requiring all second-hand imported passenger cars
have at least a EURO 3 engine, decreasing the ratio of second-hand imported passenger cars to new
passenger cars to 6.86 in 2014.

By analyzing the above results, it can be noticed that some car owners decided to buy secondhand passenger cars from foreign countries, instead of new passenger cars. Beydoun and Guldmann
(2006) concluded that car age, fuel economy and weight have a significant influence on emissions.
Therefore, it would be interesting to answer the question whether the import of second-hand
passenger cars is an environmentally beneficial scenario for a country.
3.4. Phase 4: Scenarios for a replacement of a passenger car fleet
A replacement of old passenger cars with new passenger cars provides minimum values of
exhaust emissions and maximum values of energy efficiency when the age of an old car is higher
than its optimal lifetime. Some car owners decide to buy second-hand (used) cars, and replace old
cars with newer models. If the age of the newer car is lower than its optimal lifetime, exhaust
emissions will be reduced and energy efficiency will be improved. In the other case, one should
scrap the old car. Some car owners decide to buy second-hand cars of ages higher than their optimal
lifetimes. It can be noticed that car owners in some countries usually decide to import second-hand
passenger cars. This is typical for the countries with the lowest GDP levels, such as Croatia, where
the number of the second-hand imported passenger cars in 2016 was approximately five times
higher than the number of the second-hand imported passenger cars in 2011 (before EU accession)
(Rešetar et al., 2018). In addition, these countries have problems with waste recycling. The
European Parliament and the Council formulated the EC Directive (Directive 2000/53/EC)
addressing the ELV (ELV = End-of-Life Vehicles) issues. An additional problem is that the waste
in those countries cannot be recycled in accordance with the EC Directive (Directive 2000/53/EC).
Reduction of a car weight results in reduced exhaust emissions and reduced fuel consumption
(Zervas and Lazarou, 2008; Tolouei et al, 2009; Mijailović, 2013). The same applies to newer
passenger cars (Heywood, 2011; Magueta et al., 2018). Bauer et al. (2015) concluded that the
purchase of fossil-fuelled passenger cars cannot lead to the desired results. Therefore, it is also
necessary to analyze the effectiveness of a reduction of the total number of the fossil-fuelled
passenger cars in the fleet of a country.

In line with the equations (16) and (19) and the conclusions above, a reduction of the total
cost of a passenger car fleet can be achieved by considering the age of a car, size of a passenger car
fleet, and a technical characteristic such as car weight. Thus, we analyze the following scenarios:
current trend of the passenger car fleet development would remain the same (BAU scenario); new
car buying scenario (NCBS scenario); import of the second-hand lower weight passenger cars
(ISHM scenario); import of the newer second-hand passenger cars (ISHT scenario); scrappage
incentive scenario (SCIS scenario); and a reduction of the total number of passenger cars in the fleet
of a country (RTNC scenario).
3.5. Phase 5: Evaluation of scenarios
3.5.1. BAU scenario – current trend of the passenger car fleet development would remain the same
The BAU scenario is introduced under the assumption that the current trend of the passenger
car fleet development would remain the same. The BAU scenario can also be found in literature
under the name "Business As Usual" (Kwon, 2005). Based on the analysis of a sample of the
passenger cars obtained by data collection in the inspection centers in 2015, we determined the
average Serbian passenger car for the year 2015 (Table 2).

qf, l/100km

qCO2, g/km

(weight)

(specific fuel
consumption)

(specific CO2
emission)

926
1176
1407
1225
2202

6.8
8.2
10
6.6
9.5

162
196
238
176
256

h

fuel type

engine displacement,
cm3

t, year

M, kg

(age)

1
2
3
4
5

petrol
petrol
petrol
diesel
diesel

< 1400
1400...2000
>2000
< 2000
 2000

16.7
17.1
19.8
14.2
14.6

Table 2. The average Serbian passenger car for the year 2015
In Section 3.3.2, it was shown that the percentage of the purchased new passenger cars
relative to the total number of passenger cars grows with an increase of GDP. Based on the analysis
of GDP in Serbia over the past ten years, a large increase of GDP cannot be expected in the near
future. The population of Serbia has relatively low purchasing power and is not able to allocate
most of their revenues for the purchases of new passenger cars, so buying of second-hand imported

cars becomes an attractive option for a large percentage of the population. This is in line with the
finding that the share of new passenger car purchases in the GDP in Serbia is negligible. The
number of the second-hand passenger cars imported to Serbia is several times higher than the
number of purchased new passenger cars. For example, after 2010, the number of the second-hand
imported passenger cars was approximately 100,000 cars per year with an average age of 9.3 years
and an average price that is approximately four times lower than the price of a new car.
Consequently, it cannot be expected that the replacement of passenger cars in the Serbian fleet can
represent a solution for the problems related to energy efficiency and exhaust emissions of the
passenger car fleet.
The analysis of data shows that the average age of the Serbian passenger car fleet was 15.6
years in 2014 and 16 years in 2015. Average ages of EU passenger car fleets have been increasing
over the last 10 years (Rešetar et al., 2018). Based on the previous data, the average age of imported
second-hand passenger cars is expected to increase in the future.
The second-hand imported passenger cars may decrease the average age of a passenger car
fleet. This can be explained by the fact that the average age of the second-hand imported passenger
cars is lower than the average age of the Serbian passenger car fleet. For example, the average age
of the Serbian passenger car fleet was in the range of 14.2–19.8 years in 2015 (Table 2). In addition,
the average age of the second-hand imported passenger cars was in much lower range of 8.9–11.8
years (Table 3). Based on these values, it can be concluded that the average age of the Serbian
passenger car fleet is higher than the average age of the second-hand imported passenger cars by
approximately 40%.

h

fuel type

1
2
3
4
5

petrol
petrol
petrol
diesel
diesel

engine displacement,
cm3
< 1400
1400...2000
>2000
< 2000
 2000

The average age of the secondhand imported passenger cars
9.3
9.8
11.8
8.9
8.9

Table 3. The average age of the second-hand imported passenger cars for the year 2015

Lumbreras et al. (2008) found that scrappage incentives were some of the most efficient
measures applied for exhaust emissions reduction. For example, the EU scrappage rate increased
from 4.6% to 4.85% in the period of 2004–2009 (Mehlhart et al, 2011), and in 2020 it could reach
5.3%. Croatia has lower values of the scrappage rate – between 3 and 3.5% (Rešetar et al., 2018).
The Serbian scrappage rate, on the other hand, decreased from approximately 13% in 2010 to 4% in
2015. This unusually high scrappage rate in 2010 was a consequence of a special promotional
campaign for loyal customers conducted by the national "Zastava" company. The company offered
a discounted price of new Zastava models to owners of old Zastava models, who agreed to dispose
their old cars at a recycling center. Interestingly, after the replacement of old Zastava cars in the
following year was exhausted, the scrappage rate was lower than 1%. Thus, a renewal of the fleet
with newer cars can provide good results when an adequate incentive to car owners is provided.
Since 2011, the import of new cars became more attractive again, and scrappage rate increased
slightly. This increase to 4% in 2015 can be associated with the introduction of new regulation on
importing second-hand cars, which imposed stricter environmental requirements for the secondhand imported passenger cars – all second-hand imported passenger cars had to have at least an
EURO 3 engine. Thus, the government import requirements also resulted in environmentally
beneficial outcomes. The results related to the BAU scenario were obtained for a scrappage rate of
4%.
Based on the sample analysis, it was also concluded that the second-hand imported passenger
cars made up 36% in the Serbian passenger car fleet. While a large number of second-hand
passenger cars was imported from EU countries such as Germany (37%), Italy (23%) and France
(21%), less than 3% of second-hand passenger cars was imported from countries outside the EU.
The fuel cost (efi,k) was determined based on predictions of future trends in fuel costs. The
first source we used was data related to changes in fuel costs in the period of 2006-2018, which
were provided by the Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia (2019). We assumed that the

changes in fuel costs in the period of 2018-2025 followed the crude oil price forecast (The World
Bank, 2019).

Figure 4. Forecasted effects of the following scenarios:
BAU, NCBS, ISHM (mim=15%), ISHT (tim=50%), SCIS (si,k,h=0.05; imi,k,h=0)
If the current trend of the passenger car fleet development continues (BAU), the total cost of
the passenger car fleet will increase by 25.8% until 2025, compared to the total cost of the
passenger car fleet in 2015 (Figure 4). Analyzing the results, one concludes that the total cost of the
passenger car fleet in 2019 is higher than in 2018 and 2020. This can be explained by predictions of
future trends in fuel costs. According to the predictions, the fuel cost in 2019 is higher than the fuel
costs in 2018 and 2020 by 2.8% and 6.7%, respectively.
It was proven earlier that the fuel consumption cost has a major share in the total cost.
Analyzing the results, the share of the fuel consumption cost in the total cost of the passenger car
fleet has a minimal decreasing trend (approximately 0.16% per year). For example, the share will be
85.5% in 2020 and 84.7% in 2025.
The specific emissions are not inspected during the import of second-hand cars. Second-hand
car dealers issue no warranties, or issue them for a period of approximately six months. In addition,
they often do not register car failures. There is a possibility for the specific emissions of the second-

hand imported passenger cars to be higher than their expected values. In the relevant literature, we
did not find any data about this issue. Therefore, we also analyzed the effect of emission
deterioration due to the import of second-hand cars. Three cases were considered – emission
increases of 10%, 20% and 30%. Based on the analysis, we found that the negative effect is
negligible. For example, if the specific emission of the second-hand imported passenger cars is 30%
higher than its expected values, the total cost of the passenger car fleet will be 8.7% in 2020 and
26.4% in 2025 (BAU scenario – 8.3% in 2020 and 25.8% in 2025).
3.5.2. NCBS scenario – new car buying scenario
The "new car buying scenario" (NCBS) is based on the following assumptions: 1) there is no
import of second-hand passenger cars, and 2) car owners buy new cars, not the second-hand cars.
This assumption was practically applied considering that money which would otherwise be used for
buying second-hand passenger cars is used for buying new passenger cars. The "new car buying
scenario" assumes that new passenger cars are bought regardless of whether they were
manufactured in Serbia or not.
By applying the NCBS scenario, the total cost of the passenger car fleet would be even more
unfavourable than in the BAU scenario (Figure 4). A minimal difference between values of the total
cost of the passenger car fleet in different years can be explained by the scrappage rate. Analysis
showed that implementation of the NCBS scenario would result in a decrease of the scrappage rate
(between 0.3% and 0.6%). For example, the Serbian scrappage rate was approximately 4% in 2015
(BAU scenario). The above outcomes lead to the conclusion that, in the case of the NCBS scenario,
a positive effect of buying new cars would be annulled by keeping the old cars that would be
withdrawn from use in the case of the current trend (BAU).
3.5.3. ISHM scenario – import of the second-hand lower weight passenger cars
A decrease of a passenger car weight has benefit for CO2 emissions (Zervas and Lazarou,
2008). On the other hand, Usón et al (2011) concluded that consumer markets show an increasing

trend to bigger and heavier vehicles. This conclusion is compatible with Mijailović (2013), where a
functional dependence was determined between car weight and the year of production. According to
the current trend, the average weight of passenger cars in Serbia will be approximately 2.4% higher
in 2020, compared to 2015. The average weight of the second-hand passenger cars imported to
Serbia is higher than the average weight of the passenger cars already existing in the fleet of Serbia.
This discrepancy is expected to be approximately 6.4% in 2020.
In order to investigate whether weight reduction of second-hand imported passenger cars can
contribute to environmental benefits, we analyzed three cases – weight reduction of the secondhand imported passenger cars (mim): 5%, 10% and 15%. The cases were analysed in relation to the
current trend of the passenger car fleet development (BAU). The results for mim=15% are
presented in Figure 4. The results show that despite the reduction of the average weight of the
second-hand imported passenger cars, there is no significant reduction in the total cost of the
passenger car fleet. For example, according to the current trend, the total cost of the passenger car
fleet would increase to 8.3% in 2020 and to 25.8% in 2025. In the case of ISHM scenario and for

mim=15%, the total cost of the passenger car fleet would increase to 8% in 2020 and to 25.5% in
2025. Based on additional analysis, we found that, even for an unrealistic weight reduction of 50%,
the total cost of the passenger car fleet would increase to 7.6% in 2020. The main reason is that the
weight reduction of the second-hand imported passenger cars (mim) has minimal impact on the
average weight of the Serbian passenger car fleet. For example, if we reduce the average weight of
the second-hand imported passenger cars by 50%, the average weight of the Serbian passenger car
fleet will decrease by only 2.5% approximately in 2020. The analysis leads to the conclusion that
exhaust emissions cannot be significantly reduced, nor can energy efficiency be significantly
improved by applying the ISHM scenario in Serbia.

3.5.4. ISHT scenario – import of the newer second-hand passenger cars
In the above sections we found that: 1) the average age of second-hand imported passenger
cars in Serbia is approximately equal to the average age of the EU passenger cars, and 2) the
average age of the Serbian passenger car fleet is higher than the average age of second-hand
imported passenger cars. In order to investigate whether a reduction of the average age of the
second-hand imported passenger cars might have positive environmental effects, we introduce three
age reduction scenarios for the second-hand imported passenger cars (tim): 10%, 30% and 50%.
These scenarios are analysed in relation to the current trend of the passenger car fleet development
(BAU). The results for tim=50% are presented in Figure 4.
The analysis shows that the impact of imports of the newer second-hand cars to Serbia is
more positive than in the NCBS and ISHM scenarios. For example, in the case of the ISHT scenario
and for tim=30%, the total cost of the passenger car fleet would increase to 7.1% in 2020 and to
23.2% in 2025 (BAU scenario – 8.3% in 2020 and to 25.5% in 2025). In the case of the ISHT
scenario and for tim=50%, the total cost of the passenger car fleet would increase to 6.4% in 2020
and to 21.6% in 2025. That way, the positive effects on exhaust emissions and energy efficiency in
the ISHT scenario would be better than in the BAU, NCBS and ISHM scenarios. In addition, the
total cost of the passenger car fleet exhibits an increasing trend in the case of ISHT scenario.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the ISHT scenario cannot achieve satisfactory results.
3.5.5. SCIS scenario – scrappage incentive scenario
In order to investigate whether scrappage incentive can contribute to environmental benefits,
we analyzed two cases. The first case (SCISc1) is based on assumptions that there is no import of
the second-hand passenger cars (imi,k,h=0) and, therefore, the purchasing power of the population
is ignored. For that reason, a fleet increase trend and an increasing value of the scrappage rate were
achieved only by purchasing new passenger cars. The difference between the first case (SCISc1)

and the second case (SCISc2) is in the fact that the existing rate value of second-hand passenger
cars (imi,k,h) is kept in the second scenario.

Figure 5. Forecasted effects of the SCIS scenarios
The positive effects of the SCIS scenario rise with the increase of the scrappage rate. The
above conclusion is valid in both cases (Figure 5). The analysis also shows that the impact of the
SCISc1 scenario is higher than the impact of the SCISc2 scenario. For example, in the SCISc1
scenario and for si,k,h=5%, the total cost of the passenger car fleet would increase to 3.7% in 2020
and to 15.9% in 2025 (BAU scenario – 8.3% in 2020 and to 25.5% in 2025). In the SCISc2 scenario
and for si,k,h=5%, the total cost of the passenger car fleet would increase to 6.9% in 2020 and to
22.7% in 2025. The problems of implementing the SCIS strategy in practice are unrealistically high
values of the rate of buying new passenger cars (ni,k,h). For example, in the SCISc1 scenario and
for si,k,h=5% and si,k,h=10%, the rate of buying new passenger cars is higher than its value in the
BAU scenario for approximately 7 and 12 times, respectively. In the case of the SCISc2 scenario,
smaller increases are obtained – for approximately 2 (si,k,h=5%) and 7 times (si,k,h=10%).
The analysis shows that the impact of the scrappage incentive scenario may be more positive
than the impact of the NCBS, ISHM and ISHT scenarios (Figure 4). In addition, the total cost of the
passenger car fleet has an increasing trend in the case of the SCIS scenario. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the SCIS scenario cannot achieve satisfactory results.

3.5.6. RTNC scenario – reduction of the total number of passenger cars in the fleet of a country
Our data shows that the number of passenger cars in Serbia increases in each subsequent year.
The same conclusion can be drawn from analysing the results presented in Figure 6 (BAU scenario
– kN=35985.38). Figure 6 shows a dependence of the number of passenger cars in Serbia upon year
for different values of rates reduction (kN). Figure 6 also shows the results from the RTNC scenario.
For example, for kN=0, a fleet size does not change. If we analyze the case for kN=–35985.38
(RTNC scenario), the number of passenger cars in Serbia in 2025 will be smaller by approximately
720,000 cars compared to the BAU scenario. The difference between numbers of passenger cars in
Serbia in 2025 and for kN=0 and kN=–35985.38 is approximately 360,000 cars.

Figure 6. Dependence of the number of passenger cars – year of the Serbian passenger car fleet
By analyzing the ISHM and ISHT scenarios, we concluded that imports of lower weight or
newer second-hand passenger cars cannot achieve satisfactory results. As the number of secondhand passenger cars exported from Serbia is negligible, an implementation of the ISHM and ISHT
scenarios would actually result in an increase in generated waste when a car completes its life cycle.

Figure 7. Forecasted effects of the RTNC scenario
(A: kN=35985.38; B: kN=17992.69; C: kN=0; D: kN= – 17992.69; E: kN= – 35985.38)
In order to investigate whether a reduction of the total number of cars in the fleet of a country
might result in environmental benefits, we analysed different values of rates reduction (Figure 7). A
reduction of the total number of cars in a fleet can be achieved by reducing the number of the
second-hand imported passenger cars. By analyzing the results, it may be concluded that the total
cost of the passenger car fleet for kN=0 (fleet size does not change) has a predominantly increasing
trend. Positive effects may be achieved only if the total number of cars in a fleet is reduced. For
example, in the case of the RTNC scenario and for kN=–35985.38, the total cost of the passenger car
fleet would decrease by approximately 8.7% after 2020. In the case of the RTNC scenario and for
kN=–17992.69, the total cost of the passenger car fleet would decrease by 4.5% in 2020. The
positive effect of the RTNC scenario and for kN=–17992.69 will be lower after 2020. For example,
the total cost of the passenger car fleet would decrease by only 0.4% in 2025. These results may be
explained by the increasing effect of the average age of the Serbian passenger car fleet, as well as
by emissions and fuel consumption deterioration with the age of passenger cars. Based on the
results presented in Figure 7, the following conclusion can be drawn: a reduction of the total
number of cars in the passenger car fleet of a country has a positive effect on solving the problems
related to energy efficiency and exhaust emissions of a passenger car fleet (kN<0).
By comparing the NCBS, ISHM, ISHT, SCIS and RTNC scenarios, it can be concluded that
positive results can be obtained only by a reduction of the total number of passenger cars in the fleet

of a country (RTNC). The application of this scenario is in contradiction to a tendency of increasing
the size of the passenger car fleet of Serbia. In order to meet both requirements – a need for
reduction of total costs and environmental impact on the one hand, and a rising demand for
passenger cars, on the other, – it is necessary to look for other solutions, such as alternative-fuelled
cars. A similar conclusion can be found in the literature: "substantial mitigation of climate change
can be obtained with electric passenger vehicles, provided that non-fossil energy resources are used
for electricity and hydrogen production" (Bauer et al., 2015, p. 871). In this paper, a scenario for
buying alternative-fuelled cars has not been analyzed because the countries with lower GDP, such
as Serbia, do not have a developed infrastructure that would support use of such cars.
The obtained numerical data and performed analysis will be made available by authors upon
request.

4. Conclusion, limitations and future research

Energy efficiency improvement and exhaust emissions reduction are environmental tasks of
the utmost importance in the transport and traffic sectors. In order to manage the fleet of a country,
different scenarios are considered. However, the literature does not offer any methodology that aids
the selection of scenarios providing the best results. In this study, we developed a methodology to
determine and evaluate the effects of selected scenarios with regard to environmental benefits. Our
methodology defines environmental benefits by considering the energy efficiency of cars and their
exhaust emissions.
The methodology represents the main contribution of this study, and is based on a
determination of the external costs of the CO2, CO, NOx and HC emissions, as well as of the cost of
fuel consumption. Moreover, we indirectly considered a technological development of the car
industry with regard to technical solutions for the CO2 emissions reduction and car design, i.e. we
considered the engine type, year of production and weight of cars. An economic impact is included
through the consideration of a country’s GDP. The methodology also included the effect of

emissions deterioration with the age of passenger cars. This consideration of both technological and
economic factors is a step forward in methodological design, since in earlier studies a methodology
was focused only on one type of factors (Kwon, 2005; Zervas and Lazarou, 2008), or considered
only a few factors (Zachariadis et al., 2001; Mitropoulos and Prevedouros, 2015; Kim et al., 2004).
Hence, compared to other research, our research solves the problem by including a larger number of
factors in the analysis. Moreover, the developed methodology is general. In this paper, we tested the
methodology for the case of Serbia. Serbia belongs to the group of countries where the number of
the second-hand imported passenger cars is typically several times higher than the number of new
passenger cars in each observed year. Therefore, conclusions obtained in this study can be applied
to similar countries.
The second contribution of this study is a deeper insight into the structure of the Serbian
passenger car fleet than the insights provided through the use of national statistical data. The
empirical research conducted in 2014 and 2015 provided us with relevant technical and economic
data that enabled development and application of the proposed methodology.
The third contribution of this paper is in the six analyzed scenarios used to apply the
methodology. The additional contribution is the fact that this is one of the first studies which
analyze in detail an impact of second-hand passenger cars on energy efficiency and exhaust
emissions of a passenger car fleet.
The main limitation of this research is that we only analyzed fossil-fuelled passenger cars.
This has a negligible effect on the accuracy of obtained results, as the number of alternative-fuelled
(e.g. electric) cars is negligible in relation to the total number of cars. In line with the main
conclusion of this study, it is necessary to reduce the number of fossil-fuelled passenger cars in
order to satisfy the growing demand and to obtain environmental benefits at the same time.
Road transport has the biggest share in greenhouse gases emissions of the transport sector.
The share was approximately 70% in 2014 (Eurostat, 2019a). The contribution of a car`s emissions
is approximately 12% in the total EU emissions of CO2 (Eurostat, 2019b). Heavy-duty vehicles also

have high contribution in the total EU emissions of CO2 – approximately 6% (Eurostat, 2019c). The
proposed methodology may also be applied to heavy-duty vehicles, with some modifications.
Accordingly, a functional relationship between the specific CO2 emission, average heavy-duty
vehicle weight and a year (Eq. 6) must be determined. Application of the methodology on heavyduty vehicles is even more important for countries like Serbia, in which demand for heavy-duty
vehicles is met mostly by importing second-hand heavy-duty vehicles. Within the scope of future
research, the methodology will be applied to heavy-duty vehicles.
Future research should also explore the conditions (economic, infrastructural, legislative etc.)
necessary to reduce the number of fossil-fuelled passenger cars and to increase the number of
alternative-fuelled cars. In that sense, a special focus should be put on electric cars. In addition,
future research has to be focused on analyzing a potential for a fleet reduction by introducing new
concepts of organization in transport systems, such as car sharing. Within the scope of future
research, the methodology can also be tested on passenger car fleets of other countries. In addition,
future research should focus on the data obtained by monitoring the real technical condition of cars
in the Serbian fleet. This will be enabled through a change of the relevant legislation in Serbia.
Since 2018, the annual car testing also includes emissions testing. This will help researchers to
design a database for more accurate measuring of ecological footprint of the passenger car fleet.
This prospect research can be focused on a development of a new general methodology aimed to
resolve the problems of energy efficiency improvement and exhaust emissions reduction of the road
fleet. The new methodology would achieve improvement in the following directions. First, the
methodology would include different types of vehicles, such as passenger cars, buses and heavyduty vehicles. Second, besides traditional modes of transportation based on the use of private cars,
or any other kind of public transport (buses, trams, taxi etc.), several concepts have been developed
to make the transport system more efficient such as car-pooling, car sharing, park-and-ride etc.
Third, the methodology can be extended by considering different types of fuels, i.e. vehicles, in the
analysis. In that case, the fleet of vehicles would be analyzed in such a way as it consists of fossil-

fuelled and alternative-fuelled vehicles (electric cars, biofuels, natural gas etc.). Additionally, the
methodology should also include an economic analysis of all phases of a vehicle life cycle.
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